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Modeling Social Mechanisms: Mechanism-Based Explanations 

and Agent-Based Modeling in the Social Sciences 

 

1. Introduction 

An increasing number of philosophers of social sciences and of social scientists are getting 

interested in the relevance of mechanism-based explanations (MBE) in the social sciences. 

MBE is generally considered as an alternative to more traditional philosophical accounts of 

scientific explanation such as Carl Hempel’s famous deductive-nomological model. 

According to MBE, we explain a phenomenon by revealing the mechanism(s) responsible for 

its occurrence. Important expositions and defenses of MBE have been proposed by 

philosophers of biology and of neurosciences (e.g. (Craver 2009); (Machamer et al. 2000)). In 

the social sciences, it has been particularly endorsed by proponents of the so-called 

“analytical sociology” (e.g. (Hedström & Swedberg 1998a); (Hedström & Bearman 2011a)). 

According to several proponents of analytical sociology but also to scholars from other 

disciplines, agent-based models (ABM) are a particularly relevant tool to produce MBE 

(Manzo 2010). Agent-based modeling pertains to a range of computational techniques whose 

development has been allowed by the fast increases in the computational capacities of modern 

computers. ABM are more and more used in natural sciences as well as in social sciences to 

study complex adaptive systems, i.e. systems demonstrating adaptive abilities to their 

environment and characterized in particular by non-linearity and heterogeneity. 

This article evaluates the relevance ABM to modeling and representing (social) mechanisms. 

This question is asked in the context of Mario Bunge’s claim that a relevant MBE cannot be 

reductionist but must be “systemic” (Bunge 1997). By this, Bunge means that one cannot 

fully understand a mechanism by looking only either at its components at the microscopic 

level or at its properties at the macroscopic level. The fact that analytical sociologists, like 

Bunge, endorse Coleman’s diagram (Coleman 1994) as a proper representation of MBE 

indicates that this is an idea that is widely shared. Here, I emphasize the peculiar difficulties 

for agent-based modeling to deliver a fully adequate representation of at least a particular 

form of social mechanisms that I call “institutional mechanisms”. In the case of institutional 

mechanisms, the behavior of the social system and of its components (the social agents) is 

determined by institutional elements such as norms or conventions. Specifically, I show that 

the implementation of the downward effect of an institutional element in an ABM calls for 

particular scrutiny. In particular, a theory of social institutions independent of the model is 

likely to be needed to implement the institutional object through the microspecifications of the 

model. I conclude that agent-based modeling cannot fully substitute to social theory. 

The article has five sections following this introduction. In the next section, I quickly review 

the main ideas regarding MBE and social mechanisms in the social sciences. The third section 

explains why ABM are useful to produce MBE. In particular, the section suggests that ABM 

allow the modeler to overtake the insufficiencies of the more traditional equation-based 

models. The fourth and fifth sections underline the difficulties surrounding the representation 
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of a specific kind of social mechanism, namely institutional mechanisms. I suggest that the 

major difficulty lies in the generation of the top-down inter-level causation produced by 

institutions. The fifth section also argues for the necessity to complement ABM with a fully 

autonomous theory of social institutions. A sixth section briefly concludes. 

 

2. Mechanism-Based Explanations in the Social Sciences 

Several philosophers of science have argued recently that scientific explanations can be 

advantageously understood as explanations in terms of mechanisms.
1
 Though they do not 

always directly refer to this literature, many social scientists are also claiming that social 

sciences are about (social) mechanisms and thus that they must produce MBE.
2
 This section 

briefly presents the building blocks of MBE in the social sciences. I focus essentially on the 

recent developments in analytical sociology since it is the approach that the most widely 

builds on the concept of mechanism in the social sciences. It will help us to define what a 

social mechanism is and what the explanatory strategy of analytical sociology is. 

Though it has been used in a non-systematic fashion for several decades, especially by 

sociologists,
3
 the concept of mechanism has only relatively recently been the subject of 

careful investigations by philosophers of science and social scientists. Among the few 

philosophers of science who have very early entertained the idea that a relevant scientific 

explanation is a mechanism-based one, Mario Bunge and Jon Elster figure in prominent place. 

As he himself notes in what must be considered as a seminal article on this subject (Bunge 

1997), already during the 1960s Bunge proposes to distinguish MBE from the standard 

“covering law model” of scientific explanation. Focusing more specifically on the social 

sciences, Elster has also proposed toward the end of the 1970s a defense of MBE contra other 

forms of explanations popular in social sciences (functional explanation, teleological 

explanation,...). According to Bunge, a mechanism “is a process in a concrete system, such 

that it is capable of bringing about or preventing some change in the system as a whole or in 

some of its subsystems” (Bunge 1997, p.414). A concrete system is defined as “a bundle of 

real things held together by some bonds or forces, behaving as a unit in some respects and ... 

embedded in some environment” (Bunge, 1997, p.415). Elster defines mechanisms as 

“frequently occurring and easily recognizable causal patterns that are triggered under 

generally unknown conditions or with indeterminate consequences” (Elster 2007, p.36, 

emphasis removed). Though they overlap, these two definitions are clearly non identical. 

Bunge’s definition emphasizes the dynamic aspect of a mechanism, i.e. the fact that a 

                                                           
1
 See in particular Bunge (1997), Craver (2009), Craver & Bechtel (2006), Elster (2007), Guala (2005) and 

Machamer et al. (2000). Note that this list is far from being exhaustive. For some philosophically-minded 

critiques of this trend, see Reiss (2007) and Ylikoski (2011). 
2
 See in particular the various essays in Hedström & Swedberg (1998a) and in Hedström & Bearman (2011a). 

Other important references are Demeulenaere (2011a),  Hedström (2005) and Vromen (2010).  
3
 The sociologist Robert Merton is generally considered to be the first social scientist to have used the 

mechanism concept in a more or less systematic way. Moreover, as Manzo (2010) notes, the use of this concept 

clearly precedes the birth of analytical sociology as a structured research program. Merton is generally refereed 

by analytical sociologists as the pioneer of this movement precisely because he was the first social scientist to 

argue that sociology is about social mechanisms.   
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mechanism is always about triggering a change in a coherent whole constituted of several 

interrelated parts. Elster’s definition identifies a mechanism with a causal pattern generated by 

determinants which we do not know yet and/or about which we are unable to precisely assess 

the net effect. Note however, these two definitions share an important feature, namely that a 

mechanism is always a causal one (this point will become significant in section 4). 

Machamer et al. (2000, p.3) recently proposed an encompassing definition stating that 

mechanisms are “entities and activities that are organized such that they are productive of 

regular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination conditions”. Since this definition 

tends to be considered as the most satisfactory by analytical sociologists ((Hedström 2005); 

(Hedström & Bearman 2011b)), I will use it as a relevant point of departure for the ongoing 

discussion.
4
 This definition has several conceptual and theoretical implications that must be 

underlined. Firstly, mechanisms are made of components and of their interactions. The 

components are various kinds of (material) entities possessing a range of properties and doing 

one or several things (activities). Using the notation of Craver & Bechtel (2006), we denote a 

component Ci doing activity  as {Ci’s -ing}. Secondly, these components and their 

interactions are constitutive of a system or of a whole W that is identified through a regular 

activity . Thus, we write {W’s -ing}. A constitutive relationship is about part-whole 

relations and indicates that {W’s -ing} necessarily implies a set {C1’s -ing,..., C2’s -ing} 

in the sense that the former is “made” of the latter. Finally, most mechanisms are multi-level 

mechanisms (Craver & Bechtel 2006) because some of the parts of a well-organized whole 

can themselves be identified as lower-level mechanisms in their own right. Mechanisms are 

thus “real things” and not merely an analytical device the scientist may use to explain a 

phenomenon.
5
 There are many kinds of mechanisms: subatomic mechanisms, genetic 

mechanisms, biological mechanisms, psychological mechanisms, social mechanisms,... The 

foundational principle of MBE is thus simply that a relevant scientific explanation must 

identify the mechanism(s) responsible for the phenomenon of interest (say, economic growth 

or the pervasiveness of the 1:1 sex ratio in nature) by providing an account of how and why 

this mechanism is triggered. Or, to say things differently, a mechanism-based explanation 

connects one or several independent variables (or events) I to a dependent variable (or event) 

O by “opening the black-box” of causal relations through which I causes O ((Bunge 1997); 

(Hedström & Swedberg 1998b)). 

What distinguishes a social mechanism from other types of mechanisms is thus simply the 

“level” of explanation: social scientists are essentially interested to explaining socioeconomic 

phenomena such as economic growth, unemployment, discrimination, criminality, and so on. 

The mechanisms responsible for these phenomena are constituted by social agents and by 

their interactions. As noted above, as most mechanisms, social mechanisms are multilevel and 

so will encompass psychological and even biological mechanisms. Even though one could in 

                                                           
4
 But note that Bunge (2004) rejects this definition and keeps his own one. 

5
 Bunge (1997) particularly emphasizes this point. This is important since the literature on social mechanisms in 

analytical sociology has entertained a confusion between mechanisms-as-ontologically-real-things and 

mechanisms-as-theoretical-devices conceptions.   
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principle go down to even lower levels of explanation, social scientists rarely go thus far.
6
 

Analytical sociology is the recent research program that has proposed the most systematic 

treatment of social mechanisms, conceptually and theoretically but also empirically.
7
 Its 

traditional point of departure is the so-called “Coleman’s diagram” (Coleman 1994) that 

exposes a clear graphical representation of the relationship between macroscopic phenomena 

and their microscopic constituents (see fig. 1): 

 

Figure 1: Coleman’s diagram (Coleman 1994, p.8) 

 

This diagram describes the process through which a social system characterized by a state St 

at time t reaches a state St+1 at time t+1. Coleman’s main objective with this diagram was to 

clarify the nature of the relationship between these two macroscopic states (relation 4 in the 

diagram). The core of his argument and more generally the main idea of analytical sociology 

is that this relationship is statistical and not causal. The state St is not directly causally 

responsible for the state St+1; so, the explanation must engage with the micro elements Et and 

Et+1 responsible for the transition from St to St+1. Following Coleman (1994) and Hedström & 

Swedberg (1998b), it is useful to distinguish three types of relationship figuring the causal 

process and constituting a social mechanism: a macro-micro relation (relation 1 in the 

diagram), a micro-micro relation (relation 2) and a micro-macro (relation 3). According to 

Hedström & Swedberg (1998b), each relation can itself be taken as a distinctive mechanism: 

relation 1 corresponds to a “situational mechanism”, relation 2 depicts an “action-formation 

mechanism” and finally relation 3 corresponds to a “transformational mechanism”. In the case 

of a situational mechanism, the individual agent is embedded in a social situation such that his 

action is a relevant function of this situation: social structures, networks, institutions, 

aggregate variables (e.g. wealth distribution among the members of a population) are all 

                                                           
6
 Examples of socioeconomically relevant psychological mechanisms are of course well documented by 

behavioral economics. As for studies introducing biological mechanisms in their explanation of socioeconomic 

phenomena, the literature on the gene/culture coevolution (e.g. (Boyd & Richerson 1988)) comes to mind. 
7
 For an overview of analytical sociology, see Manzo (2010). The reader interested in the most recent 

advancements in this research program can look at the recent Handbook of Analytical Sociology (Hedström & 

Bearman 2011a). 
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independent variables that may influence agents’ behavior.
8
 The action-formation mechanism 

links the characteristic of an agent (notably, his beliefs, desires and opportunities) to a specific 

action. Finally, a transformational mechanism corresponds to the way agents’ actions combine 

and generate a collective outcome, thus producing a new social situation.  

Coleman (1994, p.20) rightly notes that sometimes, the three types of relations are not easily 

separable. This is particularly the case when what we want to explain is not a macro-level 

statistical relationship that can be decomposed into independent and dependant variables but a 

macro-level phenomenon (e.g. the rise and fall of an asset bubble). In this case, a more 

relevant formulation of the MBE of social mechanisms has been exposed by Raymond 

Boudon (1987, quoted in Udèhn (2002, p.496)): 

“To summarize: suppose M is the phenomenon to be explained. In the individualistic 

paradigm, to explain means making it the outcome of a set of actions m. In 

mathematical symbols, M = M(m); in other words, M is a function of the actions m. 

Then the actions m are made understandable, in the Weberian sense, by relating them 

to the social environment, the situation S, of the actors: m = m(S). Finally, the 

situation itself has to be explained as the outcome of some macrosociological 

variables, or at least of variables located at a higher level than S. Let us call these 

higher-level variables P, so that S = S(P). On the whole, M = M{m[S(P)]}. In other 

words, M is the outcome of actions, which are the outcome of the social environment 

of the actors, the latter being the outcome of macrosociological variables.” 

 

As Udèhn (2002) notes, Coleman’s and Boudon’s respective account of MBE are isomorphic 

with respect to three functional identities: M = M(m) corresponds to the transformational 

mechanism, m = m(S) to the action-formation mechanism, and S = S(P) to the situational 

mechanism. The general statement M = M{m[S(P)]} thus indicates that a macro phenomenon 

is constituted by a set of actions which itself is a function of the situation in which agents are 

embedded. More to the point, this statement indicates that these various relations can be 

activated more or less simultaneously. 

Whatever the formulation chosen, it is clear that MBE as characterized by analytical 

sociologists imply a form of methodological individualism.
9
 Indeed, relation 2 in Coleman’s 

diagram or the function m = m(S) in Boudon’s statement are non ambiguously located at the 

                                                           
8
 I will not delve for the moment into the controversy about the ontological nature of the macro-micro relation. 

Following Craver & Bechtel (2006), Vromen (2010) argues that inter-level causation does not exist but that 

inter-level causation are always constitutive. Hedström & Bearman (2011b) characterize macro-micro and 

micro-macro relations as relations of supervenience. Elsewhere (Hédoin 2012), I have argued that inter-level 

relations might be seen at the same time as both causal and constitutive. I will return to this issue in section 4. 
9
 For an explicit statement of the link between analytical sociology and methodological individualism see in 

particular Demeulenaere (2011b). As noted in the introduction, building on Coleman’s diagram, Bunge (1997) 

argues that an adequate MBE cannot be reductionist. This implies in particular that any strong variant of 

methodological individualism must be rejected. Also, it must be noted that Bunge’s uncharitable (and, in my 

view, based on a misunderstanding of Schelling’s aim) discussion of Thomas Schelling’s model of residential 

segregation (Schelling 1971) tends to suggest that he does not fully agree with the methodological approach of 

analytical sociology.   
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level of the individual agent. Hence, they both are compatible with the classical definition of 

methodological individualism such as proposed by Elster (1982, p.453), “the doctrine that all 

social phenomena (their structure and their change) are in principle explicable only in terms 

of individuals – their properties, goals and beliefs.” However, analytical sociologists have 

long emphasized that MBE is compatible with “looser” or “weaker” version of 

methodological individualism. In particular, the emphasis on “situational mechanisms” 

indicates that analytical sociology rejects any form of “atomism”, i.e. the ontological 

presumption (with methodological implications) that the individual agent is the sole 

explanatory factor of his actions. In the framework of analytical sociology, the determinants 

of individual action (desires, beliefs, opportunities) are partially set upon by the agent’s 

position in a network of social relations. The social situation in which the action takes place is 

then determined by the social position of the agent. MBE of social phenomena is thus 

compatible with what is sometimes called “structural individualism”: 

“In structural individualism, (...) actors are occupants of positions, and they enter 

relations that depend upon these positions. The situations they face are interdependent, 

or functionally related, prior to any interaction. The result is a structural effect, as 

distinguished from a mere interaction effect” (Udehn 2001, p.304). 

Social structures are thus an integral part of the explanation of a social mechanism, at least 

when one is concerned with situational mechanisms. The main issue targeted in this article is 

whether or not ABM are a useful and relevant tool to generate MBE including situational 

mechanisms. Latter, I will emphasize that this question is particularly important in the specific 

case of institutional mechanisms, i.e. mechanisms involving institutional elements such as 

social norms or conventions and subsuming together the three kinds of social mechanisms 

distinguished above. Before, it is necessary to investigate further why ABM are generally 

considered to be useful to produce MBE. 

 

3. How to Produce MBE: ABM Versus Equation-Based Models 

Once one accepts the claim that a relevant scientific explanation (or more generally, any 

scientific endeavor) entails searching for causal mechanisms, the next step is to determine 

what are the most adequate methodological tools to produce MBE. Accordingly, all sciences 

which explicitly engage with MBE such as physics, biology or economics make a heavy use 

of a model-based strategy (Godfrey-Smith 2006).
10

 That does not mean that one cannot study 

social mechanisms without building formal models but it is widely accepted that a model-

based strategy is particularly well adapted to produce MBE. For the purpose of this paper, I 

will take this claim for granted. 

                                                           
10

 In the social sciences, sociology clearly puts less emphasis on modeling activities than economics. However, 

the research program of analytical sociology, which is the one insisting the most on the relevance of MBE, has 

strong historical and theoretical affinities with mathematical sociology. Analytical sociologists are among the 

sociologists the most inclined to use mathematical tools.   
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Most models used in economics and in mathematical sociology are mathematical, equation-

based, models. An equation-based model is defined by a set of equations expressing 

functional relations between variables. For instance, a model of economic growth will relate 

growth to a set of variables such as quantity of labor, quantity of capital, human capital, 

investment in research & development, quantity of public goods, and so on. Such a 

mathematical model has several virtues: in particular, it allows making predictions (e.g. we 

can predict next year’s growth if we know, say, current year’s aggregate consumption in 

capital goods) and gives to public authorities some controlling abilities (raising investment in 

human capital will permit to enhance growth in known magnitudes). But equation-based 

models are primarily a tool for explanation because one can uncover hidden mechanisms 

through their use. In mathematical sociology, most of the models built to study mechanisms 

are models with differential equations.
11

 The mathematical apparatus of system dynamics is 

then available to inquire into the dynamic properties of the system under study. Models of 

social dynamics are particularly good examples of models with differential equations built by 

social scientists to study mechanisms of diffusion, imitation, social influence... To see how 

such models might be helpful to produce MBE, I provide a simple example of migration 

dynamics. 

Say you want to explain the migratory flux of several regions i = 1, ..., n. The population of 

the n regions sums up to a population of N inhabitants. Note pi as the proportion of N that 

lives in region i. We want to explain dpi/dt, the variation of the population in each region i 

through time. Clearly, dpi/dt should be the net result of all the people coming from regions j  

i minus the people living region i to a region j (for simplicity, I assume that birth and death 

rates are the same in all regions). Denote Mij
t
 the migratory flux between region i and region j 

at some time t. Obviously, the net total migratory flux for a region i is given by equation (1): 

(1) 
   

  
      

 
                        

It is then necessary to make explicit the factors determining Mij
t
. Assume that two factors are 

considered as relevant: the weather Wi in region i and the socio-economic environment Si. The 

socio-economic environment can itself be considered as a function of the intrinsic 

characteristics of the region but also of the size of its population, hence Si = Si (pi). A 

reasonable assumption is that Si is increasing with pi until some threshold value above which 

Si decreases because of overpopulation. Wi and Si help to define the relative attractiveness of 

region i when compared to any region j. Arguably, it also depends of the relative size of the 

population of region i, Ni, relatively to the population of j, hence: 

(2)    
      

                                                     

The functional form of (2) has to be determined. A possibility is illustrated by equation (3): 

(3)    
     

      

      
   

      

      
 

  

  
    

                                                           
11

 This is criticized by Bunge (1997, p.423-425) who shows that mathematical models are helpful to study 

mechanisms even without the use of differential equations. 
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Here, both a and b are constant parameter whose value can be estimated either theoretically or 

empirically. The parameter c measures the unexplained variation which could be accounted 

for by taking into account other factors. Substituting (3) into (1), we obtain 

(4) 
   

  
     

          

          
   

          

          
       

On the basis of (4), it is then possible to define a system of n – 1 differential equations. The 

stable points p* = (p1
*
, ..., pn

*
) where dpi/dt = 0 for all i = (1, ... n) can be computed as a 

function of Wi and Si. In particular, the size of the population in each region will settle  when 

the marginal relative attractiveness due to the weather (increasing pi) will be exactly balanced 

by the marginal degradation of the socio-economic environment due to overpopulation. More 

to the point, this simple model helps us to inquire into the mechanism(s) responsible for 

migratory flux and population variations across regions. The set of differential equations 

defined by (1) describes a macroscopic phenomenon corresponding to relation 4 in Coleman’s 

diagram. More precisely, (1) is an aggregate variable summing up all the migratory flux for a 

region i. With equations (2) and (3), we delve into the “micro-foundations” of these migratory 

flux by indicating that they are the result of two additive factors (plus an unexplained 

residual), namely the region’s weather and socio-economic environment. Equation (3) clearly 

suggests a mechanism explaining migratory flux: the decision to migrate depends on the 

weather and on the socioeconomic environment of each region relatively to others. Migratory 

flux are triggered at the individual level by comparisons made between the regions by agents 

regarding the weather and the socio-economic environment. The individual’s decision process 

has not been formally introduced in the model but in principle the functional form of (3) 

should (and could) be deduced from the properties of the decision process used by the agents 

populating the various regions. Therefore, it should be acknowledged that (4) describes a 

multilevel mechanism that encompasses a purely statistical or aggregative aspect (population 

variation is the net sum of migratory flux), a socio-cultural dimension (migratory flux are a 

function of weather and socio-economic variables) but also a psychological dimension at the 

individual level (agents’ preferences and decision process). It should also be noted that the 

functional form of the relation between the quality of the socio-economic environment and the 

size of the region’s population S(p) has been left unspecified in its details. This component of 

the mechanism behind migratory flux is itself a mechanism in its own right and should be in 

principle made explicit.  

This example suggests that an equation-based model is a valuable tool to produce MBE. The 

fact that functional transformations of variables can be used to express mechanisms has been 

recognized notably by Hedström & Swedberg (1998b) and Thomas Schelling (1998). 

Therefore, a set of equations can be seen as a way to formalize one or several mechanisms 

generating a given macroscopic outcome. Still, equation-based models are not fully 

satisfactory when one is concerned with MBE. Beyond the epistemological difficulties that 

arise as soon as we consider micro-foundational details of the mechanism or as we consider 

non linear functions (making the model hardly tractable), more foundational limits impede the 

use of equation-based models. Firstly, as Schelling (1998) makes it clear, mathematical 

expressions such as functions should not be confused with the mechanism they describe. A 
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given mathematical expression (or its graphical equivalent) can be seen as a specific 

interpretation of a social mechanism because it can be generated by this mechanism, but it is 

no more than a representation of the mechanism. For instance, equation (4) can happen to be a 

relevant description of the mechanism underlying migratory flux but still it must not be 

conflated with the mechanism proper. What we have here is a problem of underdetermination: 

the same mathematical expression may correspond to several different mechanisms.
12

 

Secondly, mathematical models of mechanism are fairly limited in the cases where the 

aggregation diagram which can be derived from the system under study does not commute 

(Page, forthcoming). An aggregation diagram is constituted by three relations (see fig. 2): 

first, it relates two aggregate states Y
t
 and Y

t+1
 respectively to two agents’ states described by 

the vectors (x1
t
,..., xn

t
) and (x1

t+1
,..., xn

t+1
) through a functional relation A; second, it relates the 

two agents’ states through a functional relation F; third, it relates the two aggregate states 

through a functional relation H. A diagram commutes if the transformation of the agents’ state 

at t through A and H is equivalent to the transformation of the same agents’ state through F 

and A, i.e. H[A(x1
t
,..., xn

t
)] = A[F(x1

t
,..., xn

t
)] (Page, forthcoming). The commutation criterion 

is important because it states that the same aggregate state at t+1 should be reachable either 

through the macroscopic path AH or through the microscopic path FA. In other words, the 

aggregate states and their functional relation H must be entirely reducible to the agents’ states 

and their relation F. Aggregation only works when the aggregation diagram commutes. Most 

if not all mathematical models assume that aggregation works. However, it is not difficult to 

find examples of models that fail to satisfy the criterion of commutation. This is the case in 

particular when agents interact over networks and where their actions depend on the state of 

their neighbors. Obviously, many social mechanisms are grounded on these kinds of network 

interactions. Using aggregate models to study such mechanisms will lead to wrong 

conclusions in some configurations because assuming aggregation entails a loss of 

information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
12

 For instance, two formally identical models can generate the same macroscopic pattern while representing two 

different mechanisms. See for example the discussion of an interesting case in Hedström (2005, p.92, fn.31). In 

this case, statistical regressions from empirical data demonstrating a good fit with the two models will be of no 

help to decide between them. It should be noted that a similar difficulty plagues ABM.  
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Figure 2: The Aggregation Diagram (Page, Forthcoming) 

 

A third and last limit of equation-based models follows directly from this last point. 

Mathematical models generally assume that aggregation works because they must be kept 

tractable. As a consequence, several constraining structural assumptions (in particular 

regarding the way agents interact) are made. More generally, equation-based models are of a 

top-down nature: assumptions regarding the form and the details of the model are made either 

for tractability, theoretical or empirical reasons and the mechanism is then studied. The 

obvious difficulty is that many social mechanisms are so complex that they cannot be 

properly studied under such constraints. ABM have long been considered as good substitutes 

to produce MBE because they do not face most of the limits of equation-based models. 

Agent-based modeling is a computational technique that is particularly well-fitted to study 

complex adaptive systems, i.e. systems that cannot be studied with aggregate models. While 

they are generally implemented through computer programming, this is not necessarily the 

case (as illustrated by Schelling’s model of residential segregation). What defines ABM and 

sets them apart from equation-based models is that they are not constituted of mathematical 

expressions. Rather, ABM features “agents” endowed with behavioral rules linking an output 

(an action) to specific inputs (internal states, environmental information,...). Agents possess 

also one or several internal states which can be fixed (e.g. an agent’s “sex”) or may change as 

the agent interacts (e.g. an agent’s “wealth”). They are embedded in an environment which 

also evolved as a function of its interaction with the agents. Agents interact with their 

environment and which each other accordingly to the behavioral rules which have been 

defined.
13

       

Once the starting conditions are defined, the modeler launches several simulations and 

observes macroscopic patterns, either quantitative (e.g. distribution of wealth across the 

population) or qualitative (e.g. localization patterns on a landscape). These patterns are 

                                                           
13

 For a complete and insightful account of agent-based modeling, I refer the interested reader to Epstein (2006).   
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sometimes said to be “emergent” ((Axelrod 1997); (Epstein et al. 1996)). ABM are 

constitutive of the “generative approach” in social sciences (Epstein 2006): a phenomenon is 

explained by generating it (or “growing it”) through a simulation. Despite the fact that an 

ABM is no less grounded on a deduction that an equation-based model,
14

 it does not suffer 

from the same limits that an equation-based model to produce MBE. In particular, ABM are 

not concerned by the epistemological limits underlined above: concerns of intractability 

disappear with agent-based modeling since the computational capacities of modern computers 

are almost unlimited.
15

 Moreover, ABM are particularly useful to study phenomena where 

models assuming aggregation must fail (Page, forthcoming). The reason for this is that ABM 

are entirely defined by their microspecifications (internal states and behavioral rules of the 

various “objects”, i.e. agents and components of the environment). All the relevant and 

necessary information is thus incorporated in the microspecifications and because tractability 

problems are avoided, it is possible to model a mechanism in its full complexity.  

By the way, the generative approach constitutive of agent-based modeling has strong 

structural ties with the nature of MBE: “As a mechanism consists of entities, their properties 

and their activities, so an agent-based model is made up of objects, attributes and procedures 

which define the behavior object. Hence, when one is designing an agent-based model, one is 

building an artificial mechanism. On the other hand, (...) when one simulates an agent-based 

model, one is activating in silico the process that the mechanism potentially contains” (Manzo 

2010, p.147, emphasis added). This statement seems to be taken as uncontroversial by the 

proponents of mechanism-based social sciences, in particular in analytical sociology. As 

Hedström (2005) indicates, the relevance of computational techniques such as agent-based 

modeling for social scientists lies in particular in the difficulty to study transformational 

mechanisms, i.e. mechanisms explaining the path from the components of a system at its 

micro-level (entities and activities) to its macroscopic properties. Indeed, as suggested by 

Manzo, the simulation of an ABM simply consists in the activation of a process representing a 

transformational mechanism.
16

 However, while the relevance of agent-based modeling to 

study transformational mechanisms is hardly disputable, I will argue in the next two sections 

that 1) in the important case of institutional mechanisms, it is impossible to separate 

situational and transformational mechanisms and that 2) the representation of an institutional 

mechanism through the simulation of an ABM brings specific difficulties which, though not 

insurmountable, are not always acknowledge by proponents of ABM and/or analytical 

sociologists. 

 

 

                                                           
14

 As Epstein (2006) emphasizes, in virtue of the Church thesis, any computation is a deduction.   
15

 The epistemological limit of ABM lies in their interpretation and their evaluation. Complex computational 

models are difficult to evaluate and to compare because it is not always clear what are the specific factors 

responsible for the pattern generated.   
16

 The same is true for action-formation mechanisms since the action of an agent in an ABM is caused by its 

behavioral rules and the inputs coming from the environment. However, one can argue that this is a very 

simplified representation of the psychological or cognitive mechanisms that lead to action.  
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4. Situational Mechanisms, Causality and Downward Effects in ABM 

Referring to Coleman’s diagram, Hedström (2005, p.115) claims that “the link from the 

individual to the social (arrow 3) has been the main intellectual obstacle to the development of 

explanatory theories of the social. We know a great deal about how individuals’ orientations 

to action, their desires, beliefs, opportunities and so forth are influenced by the social 

contexts in which they are embedded (arrow 1)” (emphasis added). This statement (which 

seems to be widely shared among analytical sociologists) explains the strong focus by 

proponents of MBE on transformational mechanisms and their defense of agent-based 

modeling as an appropriate methodological tool. However, the italicized part of Hedström’s 

quote is questionable, notably because analytical sociologists but also proponents of agent-

based modeling are very evasive regarding the ontological nature of the downward relation 

depicted by arrow 1 in Coleman’s diagram. The lack of ontological and conceptual clarity 

regarding situational mechanisms already stands as a problem of its own. But this problem is 

even more serious once we acknowledge (as Coleman and Boudon, see section 2) that 

actually situational mechanisms and transformational mechanisms often cannot be so easily 

separated. Indeed, I will argue below that a distinctive class of social mechanisms, 

institutional mechanisms, is constituted by both. Before discussing the challenge of modeling 

these mechanisms with an ABM, I focus on the first problem: what is the nature of situational 

mechanisms? 

At least in the restricted area of analytical sociology, the ontological status of the downward 

relation between the “social” and the “individual” (or the “structure” and the “agency”) has 

never been crystal clear. This is not surprising since the problem of the nature of situational 

mechanism falls in the same category than the fairly controversial debate in the philosophy of 

mind regarding the nature of the inter-level relationship between the brain and the mind.
17

 A 

quick look at some of the seminal works in analytical sociology is sufficient to judge the 

instability of the issue. Hedström & Swedberg (1998b, p.23) do not consider the ontological 

problem of the nature of situational mechanisms and only briefly indicate that such 

mechanisms have been studied by sociologists investigating the formation of beliefs or of 

preferences.
18

 A few years later, building on the fashionable philosophy of mind thesis of 

supervenience,
19

 Hedström (2005, p.73-74) explicitly rejects the possibility of “downward 

causation”: “if the social level is not ontologically autonomous but depends on individual-
                                                           
17

 See Craver (2009) for a recent discussion and a more larger account of multilevel mechanisms in 

neurosciences.  
18

 An example is Mark Granovetter’s famous discussion of threshold models ((Granovetter 1978); (Granovetter 

& Soong 1983)). Among the models presented, Granovetter discusses a model of riots emergence where the 

propensity for an individual to take part in the riot is a function of the proportion of the population already 

engaged in this collective behavior. Each individual i forms a belief of strength bit regarding the value of 

participating at time t and this belief depends on the number of participants at time t-1, formally bit = g(nt-1). The 

propensity to take part in the collective behavior of individual i at t is then Pit = f [g(nt-1)]. This is a great example 

where functional relations express a mechanism. However, as we will indicate below, this kind of models depicts 

only a specific form of situational mechanism. 
19

 Briefly formulated, a macroscopic property M supervenes upon a set of microscopic properties P if for any 

other identical set P’ we necessarily obtain a macroscopic property M’ such as M’ is identical to M, i.e. P = P’  

M = M’. This also implies that M  M’  P  P’. 
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level properties and relations, as is implied by the supervenience thesis, I fail to see how the 

social could have any causal power of its own”. In their recent introduction of the Handbook 

of Analytical Sociology, Hedström & Bearman (2011b, p.10-11) state that the inter-level 

relations between the micro and the macro (corresponding to arrows 1 and 3 in Coleman’s 

diagram) are relations of supervenience... but then make the surprising claim that macro 

properties at time t can have a causal power upon micro properties at time t+1. In a footnote 

(Hedström & Bearman, 2011b, p.22, fn.8), referring to the literature on supervenience in the 

philosophy of mind which proscribes downward causation, they write that “[i]n the social 

world we observe causal relations of the P1-to-P2 [micro-to-micro] kind as well as causal 

relations of the M1-to-P2 kind [macro-to-micro]”. While this is an interesting statement (and 

indeed, one with which I agree with qualifications, see below), as it stands it is a dubious one 

because the impossibility of downward causation regarding the supervenience thesis is not an 

empirical issue but a logical necessity.
20

  

We are thus left with an incomplete (and dubious) picture of the ontological status of 

situational mechanisms. A short digression on philosophical considerations regarding inter-

level causation might help to clarify the issue somewhat. Carl Craver and William Bechtel 

(2006) recently proposed an interesting framework to study top-down causation using the 

concept of mechanism. The basic argument of Craver & Bechtel is that what is generally 

called “top-down causation” (and also “bottom-up causation”) to refer to the relationship 

between the activities of a whole and the behavior of its components is not really a causal 

relationship but rather a mechanistically mediated effect: “[m]echanistically mediated effects 

are hybrids of constitutive and causal relations in a mechanism, where the constitutive 

relations are interlevel, and the causal relations are exclusively intralevel” (p.547). Here, the 

notion of level does not have any ontological meaning; it is only about levels of mechanisms 

where an item X is at a lower level than an item Y when X is a component in the mechanism 

responsible for some activity of Y.
21

 Craver & Bechtel (2006) note that most conceptions of 

causation reject the possibility of inter-level causes. In particular, the distinction between 

cause and effect and the assumption that the former must precede the latter, which lie at the 

core of many theory of causation, fit uneasily with inter-level relations were any change in X 

(resp. Y) necessarily and instantaneously entails a change in Y (resp. X). Finally, many inter-

level relations are symmetrical, while it is generally agreed that causal relations are 

asymmetrical. 

Craver & Bechtel’s (2006) solution is thus to argue that inter-level relations are in fact a 

combination of a causal relationship plus a constitutive relationship. As defined in section 2, a 
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 See for instance Kim (2000). Basically, Kim’s argument is that if M supervenes upon P, then the macro-to-

micro causal relation is redundant with the micro-to-micro relation. Since M adds nothing to P, all the causal 

power of M must come from P. Another way to present the problem, following the conception of causation as 

intervention/manipulation developed by James Woodward (Woodward 2003), is to remark that if we accept the 

supervenience thesis, then it is impossible to intervene on P2 through M1 without intervening at the same time 

on P1. In fact, any intervention changing M1 entails necessary an intervention changing P1 (see footnote 19). 

Therefore, M1 cannot cause P2.  
21

 For example, in the model of migratory flux of section 3, the migration due to the weather is at a lower level 

than the global pattern of migratory flux. Migration due to the weather is a component of the mechanism 

explaining global migration.  
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constitutive relation is a relation between a whole and its components in a mechanism: to say 

that Y is constituted by X is to say that the activities of Y are made of X (i.e. Y necessarily 

entails X). In the case of top-down relations, the causal relation intervenes at the upper level 

and its effects propagate down to the components of the mechanism through the constitutive 

relation. To take a similar example to one of Craver & Bechtel’s illustrations, imagine I start 

playing basket-ball. Almost immediately, an innumerable number of biochemical pathways 

and cellular mechanisms will be altered. For instance, my cells will start using more glucose. 

What is the cause for these numerous changes? The fact that I started to play basket-ball. 

However, the relationship between mine playing basket-ball and the biochemical and cellular 

changes in my organism is not a causal one, but rather a mechanistically-mediated one: the 

fact that I play basket-ball causes changes at some upper-levels in my organism (heart beating 

faster for instance) and the effects are then mediated by a mechanism. In this example, as in 

many other cases, “a change in the activity of the mechanism as a whole just is change in one 

or more components of the mechanism which then, through ordinary intra-level causation, 

causes changes in other components of the mechanism” (Craver & Bechtel 2006, p.13). 

Craver & Bechtel’s account is helpful to enhance our understanding of situational 

mechanisms. Both in the literature in analytical sociology and in agent-based modeling, the 

macro-level “causing” the behavior of the agents at the micro-level refers to three distinct 

things which are sometimes said to be “emergent phenomena” (see also Demeulenaere 2011b, 

p.22): 

a) Statistical characteristics attributed to a group or a population, such as for instance 

income distribution, average speed, average height,..  

b) Relative positions of agents in a network, a city, a hierarchy, a landscape,... 

c) Social objects, in particular social institutions: norms, conventions, shared 

beliefs,... 

Discussions of the two first kinds of macroscopic features are abundant in analytical 

sociology and in the agent-based modeling literature. However, most of the time the interest 

for these macroscopic features lies in the fact that they are seen as aggregate or emergent 

products of a transformational mechanism.
22

 Discussions of these features in the context of a 

situational mechanism are scarcer, but there are some notable exceptions. Schelling (1998, 

p.33) argues that some mechanisms may involve the interaction between individuals and some 

social aggregate. He discusses the example of drivers on a road that have to adapt their speed 

to the average speed. As he notes, the average speed on a road is what economists call an 

“accounting identity”: the average speed is defined by the speed of each driver such that a 

change in the speed of one driver necessarily entails a change in the average speed. In 

Schelling’s example, it is assumed that each driver has a preferred average speed and that his 

actual speed is midway between his preferred speed and the actual average. Now, it is easy to 

see that a change in the preferred average speed of a small numbers of drivers will not only 

change the speed of these drivers; it will also necessarily change the actual average speed and 
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 See for instance Epstein & Axtell’s (1996) discussion of income distribution and spatial patterns in their 

“Sugarscape” model. Another great example is the large discussion inspired by Schelling’s (1971) model of 

residential segregation.   
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through a feedback loop will lead all the other drivers to change their speed. This snowball 

effect will not stop until we reach an average speed where all drivers’ actual speed is perfectly 

midway between their preferred average and the actual one. Even if Schelling is not explicit 

on this point, the feedback loop seems to illustrate a case of situational mechanism where the 

social aggregate “causes” the individual behavior. Schelling’s (1978) and Granovetter’s 

(1978) numerous tipping point models develop the same logic, both for cases (a) and (b) of 

macro-level features. 

Do these models are true depictions of situational mechanisms? How do they fit with Craver 

& Bechtel’s (2006) account of inter-level relations? These are important questions since 

tipping point models are among the most analyzed models in the agent-based literature. The 

first thing to note is that to speak like Schelling of an “interaction between individuals and 

some social aggregate” is misleading. In Schelling’s drivers example (as well as in his model 

of segregation or in Granovetter’s models), it is clear that each driver is not interacting with 

some aggregate but with (some of the) other drivers. What is determining the actual speed of 

each driver is not the actual average speed but rather the actual speed of all the individual 

drivers. Therefore, the causal relationship only occurs at the micro-level.
23

 Moreover, as we 

have noted above, accounting identities can be interpreted as the product of parts-whole 

constitutive relations: a change in the average speed logically entails a change in the actual 

speed of at least one driver. Thus, it seems that tipping point models generate situational 

mechanisms fitting with the idea mechanistically-mediated inter-level relations. One difficulty 

remains however concerning their implementation in an ABM because it is impossible for the 

modeler to directly interact with the statistical aggregate or the spatial pattern. Craver & 

Bechtel’s (2006) builds on the assumption that there are higher-level causes: for instance, the 

fact that I am late at work may be a cause for the fact that I am running, which in turn will 

generate changes in my metabolism. No such obvious higher-level cause seems to exist in the 

case of a statistical aggregate. Schelling’s example is very revealing: to initiate the snowball 

effect he describes, he first asks us to imagine a change in the preferences of some drivers. 

The initial cause is thus located at the level of individuals and what we have first is a 

transformational mechanism leading to a change in the actual average speed and then a 

situational mechanism (Schelling’s feedback loop) which has mechanistically-mediated 

effect. Any attempt to implement Schelling’s thought experiment in an ABM will have to 

follow the same pattern: since the statistical aggregate is not an object (in the technical sense) 

defined by the model’s program, it is impossible to interact with it directly. Any change in the 

aggregate will have to come from an intervention on the microspecifications of the model (for 

instance, through a change in agents’ preferences). The lesson of this discussion is thus the 
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 Compare this example with the Walrassian model of perfectly competitive markets. In the latter, each agent 

directly interacts with a social aggregate which is the price vector sets by the auctioneer. Even if the price vector 

is the product of the individual supplies and demands issued by the agents, only the aggregate prices enter as 

constraints into the agents’ computation. It seems here that we have an authentic case of downward causation 

and it is not clear how the Walrassian model fits with Craver & Bechtel’s account. Of course, it could be argued 

that the Walrassian counterexample is irrelevant because it does not correspond to any real market mechanism. 

However, the expanding field of auction theory in economics clearly shows that there are markets where agents 

directly interact with aggregate prices.  
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following: it is possible to formalize situational mechanisms involving statistical aggregates 

or relative positions in an ABM but never in isolation from a transformational mechanism. 

 

5. Modeling Institutional Mechanisms: ABM and the Theory of Social Institutions 

Statistical characteristics of a population and relative positions of agents are two major 

properties that can refer to what is identified as the macro-level. Social “objects”, and more 

particularly social institutions are a third kind of macro-properties with which agents have to 

deal every day. There is no well established definition of the concept of institution in the 

social sciences. For many economists, in a game-theoretic tradition, institutions are no more 

than a behavioral pattern with a corresponding distribution of beliefs in a population.
24

 

Traditionally, sociologists use a thicker definition: institutions are identified as “real”, agents-

independent objects. However, analytical sociologists typically rejects such definition of 

institutions as emergent phenomena (see for instance Hedström’s (2005, p.70-74) discussion 

on this issue). Following the lead of Herbert Gintis and others ((Gintis 2009); (Hédoin 2012); 

(Vanderschraaf 1998)), I suggest that an appropriate definition is to analyzed an institution as 

a correlating device generating a correlated distribution of beliefs in a population as a 

function of the state of the world; an institution is then a “choreographer” (Gintis 2009) 

signaling to each agent what he has to do in a given situation.
25

 In this spirit, I propose to 

work with the following definition: an institution is a social norm, a convention, a legal rule 

or a formal organization that generates a set of consistent beliefs in a population such that a 

stable behavioral pattern is observable through time. Institutions produce a belief-mediated 

downward effect upon agency by helping individuals to define their beliefs regarding the state 

of the world and what each other will do (Hédoin 2012). Informally, once an individual 

knows (or strongly believes) that an institution exists, it will use this knowledge to form his 

beliefs and to make decisions. 

This definition is at the heart of John Maynard Keynes’ famous discussion of financial 

markets (Keynes 2006) and is well illustrated by his example of the beauty contest. According 

to Keynes, it is nearly impossible for agents to form expectations regarding the evolution of 

assets’ prices on financial markets. The reason for this is that the price P(A
t
) of an asset A at 

time t depends on the supply and demand for this asset at time t; but supply and demand 

depend on the expectations form by the agents at t regarding the price and thus the level of 

supply and demand at t+1. Supply and demand are thus self-referential. Or, to put it in an 

equivalent way, the decision of an agent i to sell or buy the asset depends on his beliefs 

regarding the decision of agent j which depends on his beliefs regarding the decision of agent 

k, and so on ad infinitum. Keynes argues that breaking this kind of infinite regress is possible 

only because agents make decisions by basing their expectations on the “collective opinion” 

which materialized into a financial convention. The financial convention literarily signals to 
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 In this framework, an institution is identified to a Nash equilibrium in a game. More exactly, an institution 

selects one equilibrium among the many ones that may exist in a strategic interaction. 
25

 I do not have space here to discuss the technical details. The seminal work on the concept of correlated 

equilibrium is due to Robert Aumann (1987). For the argument that institutions are best analyzed as correlated 

equilibria, see Gintis (2009). For a pedagogical presentation, see Binmore (2007, chap.12). 
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each agent how the price will evolve for the future periods. The convention will allow 

coordination of expectations at one condition: each agent must be motivated to follow the 

convention; in particular, this means that the convention must correspond to a subjective 

equilibrium. Given their beliefs, the agents must act such as the convention is self-realizing.  

This last point indicates an important feature of the institution concept that is worth 

emphasizing: an institution must generate consistent beliefs, i.e. beliefs such as the 

corresponding actions 1) result in a confirmation of the beliefs and 2) lead each to agent to 

attain the better outcome given the actions of others. This is a constitutive feature of 

institutional mechanisms whose specificity is to frame together the three kinds of mechanisms 

identified in analytical sociology: situational, action-formation, transformational. In an 

institutional mechanism, the institutional elements lead to the formation of a beliefs 

distribution in the population,
26

 then agents choose the better action given their beliefs, and 

finally these actions generate a macroscopic pattern. What sets institutional mechanisms apart 

is that they are identified by a loop where the macroscopic pattern reinforces the institution. In 

this sense, an institution is an equilibrium in a game-theoretic sense of the term. I suggest that 

this kind of mechanism permeates the whole social world and thus is an important scientific 

object for MBE in the social sciences. However, it appears that the representation of such 

kinds of mechanisms through the simulation of an ABM is not so straightforward. 

The fundamental reason for this lies in the difficulty for an ABM to generate the 

mechanistically-mediated effect of institutions on agency. The simulation of such an effect 

seems to involve the arbitrary and unmediated intervention of the modeler on the basis of an 

independent theory of social institutions. It must be acknowledged that this a logical argument 

which follows from the impossibility for any closed formal system to generate a new object, 

i.e. a mathematical structure holding data and procedures which is note contained into the 

axioms and logical rules of the system (Boschetti 2010). As underlined by Epstein (2006), any 

computation is a deduction and ultimately any deduction reduces to a formal system defined 

by a set of axioms, a set of inference rules and a finite set of symbols. The theory of 

computation indicates that any such system may be in principle implemented by a Turing 

machine. The point is that the output (the printed symbols on the tape after having been 

scanned by the machine) follows necessarily from the operation of the machine, which itself 

is entirely defined by the axioms and the rules of inference. Thus, the correspondence 

between the input and the output can in principle be entirely described by a table of rules. As 

a consequence, what is rejected is the possibility that some piece of input might be 

responsible for the generation of a piece of output along a rule not already included in the 

table of rule (or equivalently, an output cannot consist into a new rule). Applied to agent-

based modeling, this means that the entire result of an ABM (in particular, the generated 

macroscopic pattern) is reducible to its microspecifications, i.e. the internal states and the 

behavioral rules of the agents and their environment. 

To understand why this makes difficult for an ABM to generate an institutional mechanism, 

imagine a social scientist who wants to study the causal effect of a moral norm on the pattern 
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 It is also possible that an institution leads to the formation of specific preferences, though I will not consider 

this possibility here. 
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of transactions on the market of a particular commodity.
27

 This can be done in several ways, 

for instance through an experimental setting. Our scholar may ask some individuals to 

participate in a laboratory experiment where they will have to make transactions under 

stipulated rules. Some of these individuals may come from a population where the moral 

norm of interest is effective while other individuals may belong to a population where this 

norm has no bearing. By sorting out the participants into two subgroups according to whether 

they belong to a population where the norm is effective or not, and by controlling for the other 

factors that may explain the participants’ behavior, our scholar will be able to inquire into the 

effects of the moral norm. Alternatively, he may let the participants (all belonging to the same 

population) play several rounds of the experimental game, stop the experiment and use some 

device to recall to the participants the moral norm (e.g. by changing the name of the game). 

These two possibilities are interesting because they correspond to the typical implementation 

of a causal factor in the experimental sciences: causation is defined in terms of intervention 

(Woodward 2003). More precisely, the causal effect of X (say, the moral norm) on Y (the 

market behavior of agents) will be measured through an intervention I on X: if, because of I, 

the value of X changes from x to x’ and, correspondingly, the value of Y changes from y to y’, 

then (and provided the fulfillment of some conditions, see Woodward (2003)) we are entitled 

to say that X and Y are causally and mechanistically related. 

Our social scientist might also want to simulate the effect of the moral norm through an agent-

based model. But it is clear that things are not so straightforward. Typically, the following 

protocol will be implemented. First, the modeler will program the model such that agents will 

be attributed an internal state measuring, for instance, their sensibility to a particular moral 

rule. The program will have to allow for the parameterization of this sensibility. Second, the 

modeler will set the value of this parameter to 0 and launch a first bunch of simulations 

generating a range of qualitative and/or quantitative results. Third, the modeler will stop the 

simulation, change the value of the parameter to some higher level, and launch a new bunch 

of simulations, again generating a set of results. The comparison between these two sets of 

results will eventually allow for the identification of significant differences attributed to the 

change of “morality” of the agents. At first, this protocol seems to follow the same 

experimental approach than above: manipulate a variable (or a parameter) through an 

intervention and see what happens to another variable. There is at least one major difference 

though. In the experimental settings described above, things are conceived such as to be sure 

whether the moral norm directly operates in the experimental market or not. The intervention 

in the ABM case follows a quite distinct path: by changing the value of the parameter 

referring to the moral sensibility of the agents, the modeler is directly intervening on the 

microspecifications of the model. The difference is huge because in the experimental case, the 

intervention will trigger a change in the behavior of the participants only if a moral norm 

really has some bearing upon agents’ behavior in a particular market situation. In the ABM 

case, the mechanistically mediated effect of the norm upon the agents’ behavior is already 

assumed in the microspecifications of the model: the intervention changes the internal states 

of the agents and so, by computational necessity, changes the behavior of the agents. What is 

really investigated in this case is not the effect of the moral norm on the agents’ behavior (and 
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 This thought experiment is inspired from the one developed in Boschetti (2010). 
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indirectly on the aggregate market pattern) but the effect of a change into some properties of 

the agent on the aggregate market pattern.
28

  

The argument is not definitive, though. Firstly, in the example above, it is still possible to 

make moral sensitivity endogenous. For instance, the moral sensitivity of the agents could 

evolve depending on the outcome of the previous iterations or other factors.  But it is still 

necessary to add to the agents an internal state measuring moral sensitivity, thus somehow 

assuming what has to be explained. Secondly, it is perfectly possible to introduce into an 

ABM a specific class of objects referring to institutions. Then, the modeler has the possibility 

to program specific rules defining how “institutional objects” should change as the simulation 

unfold. Once it is accepted that the objects pertaining to this specific class represent 

“institutions”, the simulation of the ABM offers a representation of a mechanism through 

which institutions reproduce and change. Computational techniques such as genetic 

algorithms even make possible to generate formally “new” objects out of a process defined by 

specific rules. As a result, proponents of ABM can rightfully argue that institutional 

mechanisms can be represented by an ABM either (or both) by creating a specific class of 

“institutional” objects interacting with the agents or by giving to each agent a specific internal 

state representing the influence of some institutional variable. 

Accordingly, these computational tricks necessarily take place at the level of the 

microspecifications of the ABM. The point is that there is no such thing as ‘upper’ (or macro) 

objects in an ABM, which can be contrasted with ‘lower’ (or micro) objects. Objects are 

abstract entities all designed through the microspecifications of the model. Still, what matter 

is how these objects are interpreted. In principle, nothing prevents one to build an ABM 

where a class of objects are interpreted as “institutions” (norms, conventions) or where a 

particular internal state associated to each individual agent is interpreted as reflecting the 

working of an institutional mechanism. Therefore, the claim made here is not that agent-based 

modeling cannot help to account for institutional mechanisms. My main contention is rather 

different. Whatever the type of mechanisms (situational, transformational, institutional) the 

modeler is interested in, an ABM cannot ever directly prove that it is responsible for the 

phenomenon to be explained. An ABM, as any other modeling device, is only a tool of 

representation of a mechanism: it cannot prove that the mechanism is the relevant 

explanation, but it can represent the mechanism and its hypothetical effects that would be 

observed provided that the real world where functioning as it is assumed in the model. The 

point is that while the representation of a transformational mechanism only necessitates 

relatively few assumptions, the representation of an institutional mechanism involves giving 

more “structure” to the agents (more internal states) or to the model (more types of objects).   

Since a model (computational or not) is only a representation of an hypothetical mechanism 

likely to explain a given phenomenon, the more it is featuring variables and objects, the more 

it needs empirical and theoretical justifications of its relevance. Because the representation of 
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 Of course, this reasoning is also valid for analytical, equation-based models. An experiment always operates 

on the behalf of “laws of nature”. Quite the contrary, a model only operates on the basis of nomological 

principles which are defined by the models’ axioms. See for instance Nancy Cartwright’s discussion of 

overconstraints in models in economics (Cartwright 2007).  
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institutional mechanisms involves more complex models, it also necessitates more empirical 

evidence and theoretical arguments. Accordingly, social theory, and more precisely a theory 

of social institutions is needed to fill the gap. This theory, made of conceptual, formal and 

empirical contributions, should help to provide a justification to what enters into the 

microspecifications of an ABM. Consider one example of conceptual contribution relevant for 

such a theory of social institutions: John Searle’s theory of institutional facts ((Searle 1997); 

(Searle 2010)). Searle defines institutional facts as facts where there is the assignment of a 

status function of the kind “this x counts as y in C”, where x is an object (not necessarily 

physical), y is the status function which is assigned to x and C is the set of conditions under 

which this relationship holds. An example is the institution of money: a particular piece of 

paper will count as a 20$ bill in the United State of America. Searle argues that two features 

are constitutive of institutional facts: language and collective intentionality. Institutions are 

“language-dependent facts” because a form of symbolism is required to assign status 

functions. Collective intentionality is a non reducible form of We-reasoning where a 

particular status function to an object is ascribed by the collective: “we consider this piece of 

paper to count as a 20$ bill in a set of conditions C”. The point here is not whether Searle is 

right or not. Rather, what should be noted is that Searle’s social theory suggests a set of 

plausible mechanisms helping to understand the downward effect of institutions upon agency. 

Of course, Searle might be wrong and there are arguments against the idea that collective 

intentionality is needed for institutions to exist. But this kind of issue cannot be settled 

through agent-based modeling. What we need rather is a combination of conceptual and 

empirical inquiries fostering an understanding of the relationship between social objects, 

individual action and ultimately, the individual mind. 

 

6. Conclusion 

There are many - essentially good - reasons for the rise of computational techniques in the 

social sciences. One of them is that social scientists more and more tend to think in terms of 

mechanisms. The idea that agent-based modeling and MBE are fundamentally related is a 

valid one and ABM have helped to advance our understanding of many social mechanisms. 

This article does not intend to reject these advancements. However, it is essential to 

acknowledge that ultimately computational can only offer representations of hypothetical 

social mechanisms that could possibly explain a given phenomenon. The simulation of an 

hypothetical mechanism must always be backed up by empirical evidence and theoretical 

arguments. This is especially true for what I have referred to as “institutional mechanisms”, 

i.e. mechanisms that involve the interplay of institutional objects. These mechanisms are a 

major component of our social world and this article has underlined both their importance and 

the specific difficulties for representing them though the simulation of an ABM. In the 

process, we gain also a better grasp of both the nature of institutional mechanisms and of 

ABM. 

The argument advanced in this article should make us rather skeptical toward attempts to fully 

explain the social world through the building of massive “artificial societies”. Agent-based 
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modeling, as any other modeling device, cannot be more than a tool of representation. A 

model features a relevant representation of a mechanism only if its assumptions are 

considered as relevant given empirical evidence and theoretical knowledge. In the case of 

institutional mechanisms, the “downward effect” of institutional objects is a structural 

assumption of the model. What an ABM can accomplish is to suggest the possibility of the 

downward effect, but it cannot prove that it is actually responsible for the phenomenon of 

interest. Empirical and theoretical work are still needed. 
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